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Subtitled "Gilda Radner: A Sort of Love Story," this autobiographical play tries to recapture the

non-sexual, but deeply felt relationship between Radner, one of Saturday Night Live's original Not

Ready-for-Prime-Time players, and Alan Zweibel, who was a writer for the show. Alternately comic

and heartbreaking, the play follows these two overgrown kids as they ride their bumper-car lives

right up to Radner's death from ovarian cancer. Their loyalty and love glows through every scene.

The book is illustrated with photos of Radner from Zweibel's personal albums. --This text refers to

an alternate Paperback edition.

As a writer for the original Saturday Night Live , Zweibel formed a fast friendship with comedienne

Gilda Radner. This simple and sensitive memoir is based on their curious bond, a relationship that

was always emotional but never physical. The friendship contained in the conversations recounted

here spans Knicks games, cocaine problems, affairs begun and ended, spouses and children born.

Throughout these passages, including his account of Radner's fatal bout with cancer, Zweibel

sustains a levity that conveys the love that he and Radner had. Literary Guild selection. Copyright

1994 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of



this title.

This is one of my all time favorite books!I own about 4 copies and am constantly lending them out.

Except for the one I've had autographed - twice!

Poignant storytelling from the heart. A different style of writing - very loose and in script form,

following the arc of a friendship/love story. Gilda was so beloved to many, and this story helps us

understand why.The author is a screen writer, and although the style is unusual, it is very true to his

heart. I liked it a lot.

Loved this play. Made me laugh out loud and then broke my heart. I had the privilege of meeting Mr.

Zwiebel shortly after reading. Wonderful man who composed a poignant tribute to a friend who

continues to shine in his heart.

Some of the most fun I've ever had, ever! Alan Zweibel wears his love on his sleeve and shares with

us the deep abiding pain at the loss of this great lady.

My husband and I read this book about 20 years ago when we were dating. The story of the

friendship between Gilda and Alan was so touching we have purchased several more copies to give

to friends to let them know how important they are in our lives

As a long time fan of Gilda Radners as well as the works of Alan Zweible. What a joy it was to

discover this book. I felt like I was eves dropping on a beautiful relationship. Making Gilda still here

with us. She is gone but not forgatten. Thank you Alan Zweibel

Given their talent, the collaboration of Alan Zweibel and Gilda Radner was destined to be successful

and hilarious. Bunny Bunny gives readers a glimpse into SNL's early success and provides readers

with vivid flashbacks of the wonderful personalities and humor that the world embraced. But even

more touching, is the revelation of a special friendship and vulnerability that's rarely seen (or

shared) in the industry. This is my holiday gift book favorite for my SNL-fan friends.

This book is just so amazing. yes he wrote it as a play. The story keeps you reading and true to life.

She was an amazing human being. He's an amazing writter. This isn't HER autobio it's his story



about his relationship with Gilda.I LOVE this book!No Hollywood fluff, real life!
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